New York Quarterly Real Estate Newsletter
Manhattan Q1 2016
The key takeaways from the Manhattan Q1 2016 Corcoran sales report:
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Sales Volume down: 3,165 properties closed this quarter, bringing sales down 5% y-o-y and down
13% from 4Q15. The number of contracts signed is following the same trend with 3,005 contracts
executed this quarter, a 11% drop from same time last year and 7% from last quarter. While New
Developments closings were up 42% from 1Q15, their overall contribution (649) was not strong
enough to impact more positively the overall sales number.



Price Levels are reaching new heights…again: The average price broke the $2M mark ($2.089M)
and the Median Price is also continuing its upward trend to reach $1.160M. Higher price levels are the
results of the increasing contribution of New development market share in the sales mix. When
segregated, New Development average and median prices are $2.724M and $4.027M respectively,
nearly doubled the resale condo’s ($1.340M and $2.073M).



Inventory and Months of Supply on the rise, but Average Days on the Market dropping again:
After hitting their second lowest level during 3Q15, market wide inventories are on the second
consecutive quarter-to-quarter increase with 8% y-o-y and 6% from 4Q15. Despite this increase, the
Months of Supply metric still shows a market below the equilibrium goals (5.1 months vs 6-9 for
equilibrium) but on the rise. Average Days On the Market have dropped to 86 days or 15% y-o-y,
which could be explained by the increases in price adjustments to sales.

Brooklyn Q1 2016
The key takeaways from the Brooklyn Q1 2016 Corcoran sales report:


Sales Volume leveled: with 1,236 sales recorded this Quarter, sales volume equals numbers of a year
ago, and is slightly down from 4Q15, which was the strongest fourth quarter since 2008 with 1,282
units sold. However, the number of contract signed has progresses 6% y-o-y with the largest
progression attributed to New Development (+19% y-o-y)



Price Levels are maintaining their progression: The median price ($606k) and average price
($699k) have increased 15% and 7% y-o-y respectively. This is the first time since 4Q09 that the
median price exceeds the $600K threshold. The median and average price per square foot both
experienced grew y-o-y 11% and 5% respectively.



Inventory up, Days On the Market and Months of Supply down: Market wide inventory grew 10%
y-o-y. Condo owners willing to cash in on their home/investment have been the largest contributor to
the increase with a progression of 23% within the resale condo segment. New Development 50%
increase in inventory represents a mere 109 units, only 14% of the total inventory. Finally, with 4.9
months of supply, Brooklyn is still considered an undersupply market and with an average day on the
market of 63, properties keeps flying off the shelves.

Future Prices, New Development Pipeline – signs of excess inventory?
Is the melody changing speed and who’s going to be missing a chair to sit - the buyer, the seller, the developer
or the broker? Every quarter it’s been the quasi-same story with prices going up and inventory being at
historically low levels. Could these two indicators be changing directions?
Total Offering Price of Approved Condominium Plans
$5 billion

$2.8 billion

Residential Units Approved in New Condominium Plans
869 Units

839 Units

Residential Units Submitted in New Condominium Plans
643 Units
Q1 2015

514 Units
Q1 2016

What we are observing now is a more tempered expectation from Developers who are realizing that the
upper luxury market is hitting a ceiling with a supply that will take more time to absorb. Two high profile
developments are exposing these signs of wariness. The first one is JDS 111W57th Street, where prices start
at $16M. The developer recently postponed sales just few months after opening the sales gallery. The second
one is the infamous One57 where both the bulk sale to attract investors and the developer’s efforts to put the
38 units in the rental market (starting at $13K/month for month bedroom) failed. Prices have been slashed
and units have become a great opportunity since the property benefits from tax abatement, making carrying
costs very competitive with the current resale products that don’t have this advantage.
The pricing of upcoming New Development takes upon this trend with an average price/unit of $3.289M for
properties approved in Q1 2016 compared to $5.75M for what was approved at the same time last year – a
heavy 43% drop. It does not mean necessarily that Real Estate in Prime neighborhoods is getting cheaper
since one of the project that fells under the 514 units is the Tribeca 70 Vestry Street condo with only 47 units
and a total sell out of $700M or $14M+/unit on average. Last year remains exceptional as it holds the post
2008 crisis record of approved condominium units. They included very high profile condominiums such as
220 Central Park South ($3B sell out) that has been selling in the $7,000/sf and up, and 550 Madison
(conversion of the Sony building- $1.9B sell out).
From attending the April 20th luxury real estate panel at NYU Stern where 4 of the most ambitious New York
luxury real estate developers spoke, only one had new projects in the pipeline (Toll Brothers) and that’s
because they are developing/converting sites that were acquired at a price that allow the cost structure to be
low enough to expect selling within mid-luxury market segment. The 3 others are just staying put on
land/site acquisitions even in Brooklyn.
Some recent study has also brought some concerns about New Development inventory level; which, if the
assumptions are right, could bring a 5-year excess by the end of 2017 or 9,500 units. As a matter of being
careful of what you hear/read out there, the study has two major caveats: 1. The study does not take into
account the contract activity but only closed sales. Most developments being sold on plans are reaching over
50% if not 100% of units sold before delivery, making this number completely exaggerated; 2. The study
assumes a steady level of New Development sales (about 1,850 units closed/year) while this segment has
been growing exponentially compare to resale condo and co-ops. What most people agree on in the industry
in that the market is now back to a normalized pace without the craze drove few years earlier by the pent up
demand nor the worries or signs of another 2008.

Where to look for values in Manhattan
As mentioned above, the Manhattan real estate market has entered a new phase characterized with a slow
down in velocity especially in the top end of the market. The demand is becoming much more product specific
in a market that is getting more New Developments. Some of them will feel like a commodity product with too
much of déjà vu finishing and style and a lack of “je ne sais quoi” that makes certain New Developments glitter
more than others and sell no matter what’s happening in the world (i.e.15 Central Park West). That said, the
market for $1-$4 million properties is where the action is and now that the competition between resale and
new products is narrowing, there are opportunities for a buyer to enter the mid-luxury ($2-2.5K/sf) market
with more bargaining power.
For buyers who want to stay away from prime neighborhoods and go further with their money on the Island
with the hopes of upside in future values, the following ideas could be suggested.
The upcoming 2nd Avenue subway line from 63rd to 96th street will certainly drive the value of homes around
this stretch once operational (December 2016 according to MTA). There, two full service and amenities new
developments: Citizen 360 on 89th and 1st Avenue as well as Carnegie Park on 3rd Avenue and 94th Street. The
area already benefits from a residential feel and dynamic which also attracted Brooklynites relocating in this
part of Manhattan because of rent affordability and easy access to convenience stores and restaurants.
While the Financial District (FiDi) does not carry on the “Prime” factor those other neighborhoods such as
borderline Tribeca, Chelsea or Flatiron do, it has all its characteristics. It has been experiencing an
unprecedented residential shift over the past 10 years bringing more residential than commercial space on
Wall Street with a momentum that just keeps going. The residential plans for the conversion of the former
BNY Mellon building at 1 Wall Street also calls for a Whole Food to be the retail tenant – a would-be nice
addition to the near by Eataly at 4 World Trade Center. The area has welcomed the world’s best brands on
Broadway, Brookfield Place Mall (World Financial Center) and the Westfield shops at the World Trade Center.
Finally, this location offers an easy access to both the East and West Hudson River Parkway and about 10
subway lines via Fulton Transit Center. New Developments to check out include 101 Wall Street and One
Seaport.

How DUMBO set up an example for Brooklyn
With a median price about 1/3 of Manhattan but a population 50% higher and growing and major cultural
and business hubs taking place, Brooklyn’s real estate offer a multiplicity of opportunities which vary based
on how far you are willing to go into the borough. After focusing on Downtown Brooklyn last quarter, I will
make a stop in Dumbo, one of Brooklyn’s hottest neighborhoods, which also happens to be my place of
residence.
Dumbo’s transformation started few years ago with the redevelopment of century old waterfront warehouses
into lofty offices, which ultimately attracted creative tenants. Following this trend, 2 million sf of offices are
currently being redeveloped and marketed among two main projects set to open this year: 1. Tech campus
Dumbo Heights developed by Kushner companies, which will house companies like Etsy, WeWork, design
firm Frog and food retails Dig Inn and Del Toro. 2. Empire Stores which has already signed ad firm
70andSunny and West Elm offices, will complement the retail landscape with restaurants Soho House and
luxury goods maker Shinola.
In terms of residential life, DUMBO offers prime waterfront access with 2 piers offering sports’ playgrounds
and entertainment, and an upcoming marina for boats to park. In addition, Equinox gym is set to open this
summer which always bring a cool factor to a neighborhood. The nightlife is tempered with few quality
venues such as the Atrium, Superfine and a wine bar on Jay street.
DUMBO’s real estate is one of the most expensive Brooklyn has to offer. A Penthouse selling for over $8M at
One John Street recently broke the record of the most expensive single family property sold in Brooklyn. With
resale products in the $1,300-1,500/sf and above, New Developments such as 51 Jay and 200 Water street
present a great alternative with properties starting at $1,400/sf. Similar quality products in Tribeca (2
subway stops away) would be 20-30% more expensive.
Now that Dumbo has done it, other neighborhoods such as Sunset Park, Navy Yards and the Domino Sugar
Factory are going over the same strategy to grew and change.

